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Sample answers to “Why did you choose your major?” interview question

• I applied for a med school because I always wanted to work as a surgeon. It is my 

ultimate goal and med school is the first step on this fascinating journey. Your school 

has an excellent reputation and it would be a privilege to study here.

• I chose finance and investment because I wanted to work as a financial analyst, and 

later perhaps start my own consultancy. Honestly, I had this dream six years ago, and 

as you can see, applying today for my first job with you, much hasn’t changed. I 

believe that my school has prepared me well for this position.

• I studied engineering but as you can see, I apply for quite a different job now. My 

priorities shifted, and things that happened to me changed me profoundly in 

recent years. Yet I believe that everything relates to everything, and that I can use 

some of my engineering skills even in social work.

• To be honest with you, back in the day I struggled to decide. I enjoyed various 

things, and I was interested in various subjects. I almost felt like studying more majors

at once. And so I talked to our school counselor, to my parents, friends, and eventually

I decided for law. Here I am, applying for a job with your NGO. And I believe that my

major has prepared me for this position.

• I have always had this special feeling for animals. Everything I have done since my 

childhood related to my desire to help the living creatures. Veterinary medicine was 

just yet another crucial step on this journey. I enjoyed my school a lot, and can’t 

wait to put into practice what I have learned.

Source and more information: https://interviewpenguin.com/why-did-you-choose-your-

major/
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